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Pour out, top up! 
For fizzy, warming 
and aromatic indulgence. 
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Coffee or tea?
Just pour it out 
and enjoy
the harmony. 
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Coffee or tea? – It is not a question of principles - 
 preferably both. But, depending on the time of day 
or occasion, fruit teas are sometimes just better than 
 coffee. The design delivers the key to stylish indulgence. 
The pots in the CoffeeTime and TeaTime collection 
have matching designs. Milk and sugar accessories are 
available in any combination. They fit together to give 
your table an overall harmonious appearance.

All the items can also be used individually.  
The straight line design and trendy  
combination of materials  
are suitable for any setting.
See page 7 | 13
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Brew up and top up! 
Before, during and 
after eating. 
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1 Barista sugar pourer Cromargan®, 06 3359 6040 2 Barista coffee mug porcelain, 06 8627 9440 3 WMF Kult coffee caddy 
with measuring spoon Cromargan® matt, 06 3097 6030 4 WMF TeaTime creamer Cromargan®, 06 3632 6040 5 WMF Coffee-
Time French Coffeepress coffee maker with stirring paddle, double-walled glass, Cromargan® and plastic, height approx. 25 cm, 
ø approx. 10 cm, capacity approx. 0.75 l, 06 3245 6040

Let the water bubble, then brew up the fine powder until the scent of hot coffee fills the air. The products 
from the WMF World of Coffee are both beautiful and practical. You can quickly and easily prepare coffee 
with a rich aroma. You will find everything you need to enjoy your coffee from our diverse product ranges.
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WMF CoffeeTime
Coffee indulgence brewed by hand. With the French Coffee Press coffee maker, the 
plunger just needs gentle pressure to push down the coffee grounds. The dou-
ble-walled glass keeps the coffee warm. With the Light Brew, the fine honeycomb 
structure ensures that water and coffee have the optimum contact time to allow 
the fine coffee aroma to develop. Both jugs have a clear design and give a full 
fragrant aroma.

Creamer
Cromargan®, plastic
06 3632 6040

Sugar bowl with spoon
Cromargan®, plastic
06 3250 6040

Coffee/tea caddy L
Cromargan®, plastic
06 3635 6040

Serving tray
Cromargan® polished, plastic, ø 38 cm
06 3247 6040

Light Brew coffee maker
with stirring paddle, removable strainer 
with honeycomb structure, glass, Cro-
margan® and plastic, capacity approx. 
0.75 l
06 3246 6040

Milk foamer
Double-walled glass, Cromargan® and 
plastic, capacity approx. 180 ml
06 3251 6040

French Coffeepress coffee maker
with stirring paddle, double-walled 
glass, Cromargan® and plastic, capacity 
approx. 0.75 l
06 3245 6040

Latte macchiato glasses
double-walled glass, 2-pieces, capacity 
approx. 270 ml
09 3248 2000

Coffee cups
WMF glass, set of two
capacity approx. 250 ml
09 3249 2000

Can be combined with the WMF TeaTime collection, see page 13
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Latte macchiato glasses
2-pieces
09 5414 2040

Kult espresso machine
for 6 cups Cromargan® matt, hollow 
stay-cool handle
06 3101 6030
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Barista
The Barista range has a cup for every type of coffee, enabling it to 
develop its individual taste to its full potential. Three factors here are 
key: the dimensions (cup height and diameter), its thickness, and its 
shape. Milk and sugar accessories are available in a matching design.

Creamer
Cromargan®
06 3357 6040

Milk froth jug
Cromargan®
06 6211 6040

Sugar bowl
Cromargan® matt
06 3364 6030

Sugar dispenser
Cromargan®
06 3359 6040

Mocha jug
for 6 or 12 cups Cromargan® polished
06 4711 6040 (for six cups)

Cappuccino cup
Porcelain
06 8622 9440

Coffee mug
Porcelain
06 8627 9440

Cappuccino stencils
2-piece set
06 8640 6040 (Sweetheart)

Espresso cup
with Porcelain paddle, Cromargan®
06 8620 6040

Milk coffee cup
Porcelain
06 8624 9440

Café crème cup
Porcelain
06 8623 9440

Double espresso cup
with Porcelain paddle, Cromargan®
06 8621 6040
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Pour it on, 
let it brew! 
And then just let
it out. 
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Boil the water, pour it into the jug. The large tea strainer ensures maximum flavour. It gives the leaves 
enough room to develop. Tea is a pleasure served both hot and cold.

1 SensiTea tea cup with saucer, Cromargan® matt, glass, 06 3691 6030 2 SensiTea French Tea Press tea pot and rechaud 
Cromargan® matt, glass, 06 3690 6030 3 SensiTea sugar bowl Cromargan® matt, plastic, 06 3692 6030 4 WMF IceTeaTime 
Ice tea jug with strainer and spoon, Cromargan®, glass and plastic, 06 3637 6040 5 WMF IceTeaTime ice tea glasses 2-pieces, 
double-walled glass, 09 3638 2000
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SensiTea
Stylish right down to the detail. The contours are sharp. The jug and 
rechaud fit together neatly to form one unit. The handle and spout 
emphasis the function of the products. High grade materials for 
quality.

SmarTea
The round shape is a reminder of cosy hours spent 
drinking tea. The rechaud, tea pot and lid fit together in 
a harmonious way. The large strainer guarantees the full 
flavour of the tea and simply clips to the lid when the tea 
has brewed.

Creamer
Cromargan® matt, plastic
06 3693 6030

Sugar bowl
Cromargan® matt, plastic
06 3692 6030

Tea strainer with drip bowl
Cromargan® matt, porcelain
06 3481 6030

Tea glass
Cromargan® matt, WMF glass, 
heat resistant
06 3592 6030 

Tea cup with saucer
Cromargan® matt, WMF glass
06 3691 6030

Tea set
Tea pot with tea strainer and rechaud – 
integrated tea press system, Cromar-
gan® matt, WMF glass, heat resistant
06 3690 6030

Tea set
with strainer insert and rechaud
Cromargan® matt, WMF glass, heat 
resistant, capacity approx. 1.0 l
06 3109 6030

Individual tea pot
06 3110 6030
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WMF TeaTime
Tea indulgence in the traditional way - with the clear functional 
design and an integrated tea press system.
And thanks to our clever solutions, you don't need to miss out on 
aromatic brewed tea during your tea break either.

Tea caddy M
Cromargan®
06 3634 6040

Tea caddy L
Cromargan®
06 3635 6040

Creamer
Cromargan®
06 3632 6040

Sugar bowl
Cromargan®
06 3633 6040

Tea set
Tea pot with tea strainer and rechaud - integrated tea 
press system, Cromargan®, WMF glass, heat resistant, 
capacity approx. 1.3 l
06 3630 6040

Tea cup with saucer
Cromargan®, WMF glass, heat resistant
06 3631 6040

Tea infuser with storage tray
Cromargan® and plastic
06 3649 6040

Tea infuser
Cromargan® and heat-resistant  
synthetic material
06 3646 6040

Herb/Tea infuser
Cromargan® and heat-resistant  
synthetic material
06 3647 6040

Can be combined with the WMF CoffeeTime collection, see page 7
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Recipe for iced tea
Prepare a litre of black tea and 
sweeten to taste. Add lemon 
juice and leave to cool down 
to room temperature. Pour the 
black tea through the Turbo 
Cooler before serving. Refine the 
taste with lemon slices and mint 
leaves and enjoy as an ice-cold, 
refreshing beverage.
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WMF IceTeaTime
Iced tea is a great thirst-quencher in summer and tastes best when 
home made. If you ever forget to chill it in time, the Turbo Cooler 
can help. It chills iced tea and all non-carbonated drinks in just a few 
seconds from room temperature to refrigerator temperature.

Ice tea glasses
Double-walled glass, 2-pieces,  
heat resistant
09 3638 2000

Decanter with strainer and spoon
Cromargan®, WMF glass, heat resistant, 
plastic
06 3637 6040

IceTeaTime Turbo Cooler
With adapter for decanter. Plastic NAS/PP,  
height 13 cm
06 3639 7390

Turbo Cooler Set IceTeaTime, 2-pieces
Decanter with strainer and spoon approx. 1.2 l with lid 
and Turbo Cooler WMF glass, plastic NAS/PP, silicon 
and stainless steel
06 3639 9990
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Let it fizz,
be refreshed! Quench
your thirst, not
your enthusiasm.
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Not only does water quench your thirst, it thrills you. A beautiful decanter filled with fresh water on the 
table is also a clear and refreshing sight for your eyes. 

1 Basic water decanter with handle and CloseUp stopper, WMF glass, capacity approx. 1.5 l, 06 1804 6040 2 Basic water de-
canter with CloseUp stopper, WMF high-quality glass, content approx. 1.0 l, Cromargan® 06 1770 6040, black plastic and silicon, 
Basic water decanter in copper design 06 1770 6600 3 Taverno decanter and 2 glasses WMF high-quality glass, 09 1751 2000, 
09 1752 2000

1

3

2
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Basic water decanters
Our water decanters stand out thanks to their CloseUp stopper with tilting 
mechanism and integrated strainer. The beautifully designed decanters made 
from WMF glass or Cromargan® are available in a range of sizes. 
All the decanters fit into the drinks compartment of standard refrigerators.

Water decanter
with CloseUp stopper, Cromargan®  
polished, plastic, WMF high-quality 
glass, capacity approx. 0.75 l
06 1771 6040

Water decanter
with CloseUp stopper, Cromargan®  
polished, plastic, WMF high-quality glass, 
capacity approx. 1.0 l, in blue or black
06 1770 6040 (black)

Water decanter
with CloseUp stopper, Cromargan® 
polished, plastic, capacity approx. 1.0 l
06 1765 6040

Water decanter with handle
and CloseUp stopper, Cromargan®, WMF 
glass, heat resistant, plastic, capacity 
approx. 1.5 l
06 1804 6040



Without decanter  
(application example)
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Water decanter, in gold, copper and black design
with CloseUp stopper,  
Cromargan® polished, plastic, WMF high-quality glass,  
capacity approx. 1.0 l
06 1770 6590 | 06 1770 6600 | 06 1770 6610

Fruit skewer set, 2-pieces
in 2 different lengths Cromargan® and silicon
06 1808 6040



All about water
Basics for your home. Our collections include beautiful, functional and 
on-trend items for drinking and serving at a laid table in style. 

Basic glasses, 2-pieces
WMF high-quality glass, 
09 5050 2040

Taverno decanter
with cork lid, capacity approx. 1.0 l,  
WMF high-quality hand-blown glass
09 1751 2000

Taverno glasses, 2-pieces
WMF high-quality, hand-blown glass, 
09 1752 2000

Kult jug
with ice cube insert,
WMF high-quality glass, Cromargan®
06 1768 6030
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Akva
Feel refreshed with crystal clear water! During the filtering process, the 
patented Mg2+ technology mineralises ordinary tap water with  
magnesium ions. It also removes limescale and substances that stunt the 
taste. This makes tap water taste noticeably better, while coffee and tea 
develop more flavour. 

Filter decanter
High-grade synthetic material, also available with a soft 
water filter cartridge, capacity 2.6 l, in black or white
06 1782 7390 (black, hard water)

Water reservoir
Is dishwasher safe  
(excluding the lid)

LED lighting
LED illuminated display: indicates how 
much of the cartridge has been  
consumed, which last for up  
to four weeks

Filter pot
Thanks to the patented filter 
system, the entire volume of 

the jug is utilised
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Decant, enjoy,
discuss! And give your 
eyes a treat too. 
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Pull the kork out of your bottle, the noise announces the evening. Decant your wine and let him breathe! 
Shake the shaker in your own rhythm. Clinking glasses, again, make your evening legendary!

1 Loft Shaker 3-pieces, with silicon seal, Cromargan® matt, plastic insert, lid, 06 1354 6030 2 Taverno decanter with hollow 
base, capacity approx. 1.0 l, WMF high-quality glass, hand-blown, 09 1753 2000 3 Taverno glasses WMF high-quality glass, 
hand-blown, 09 1752 2000 4 Vino decanting pourer 06 4105 6040

1

2

3
4
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Glasses and 
decanters
The high-quality glass in the Easy Plus 
range shines even when it is regularly 
rinsed in a dishwasher. WMF provides 
a two-year guarantee for this and for 
glass breakages. 

Whisky glass
Height 9.5 cm
09 0736 2040

Beer/juice glass
Height 12.5 cm
09 1035 2040

Long drink glass
Height 15 cm
09 1037 2040

Bordeaux glass
Height 24 cm
09 1030 2040

Burgundy glass
Height 23.5 cm
09 1029 2040

Red wine glass
Height 22 cm
09 1003 2040

White wine glass
Height 22 cm
09 1002 2040

Champagne glass
Height 22 cm
09 1025 2040

Fruit brandy glass
Height 17 cm
09 1018 2040

Clever & More
Decanter with hollow base, WMF 
high-quality glass, capacity approx. 1.5 l
09 4765 2000

Jette
Wine or water decanter, WMF 
high-quality glass, stand ring made of 
Cromargan®, capacity approx. 0.75 l
09 4771 2000

Taverno
Decanter with hollow base, WMF 
high-quality glass, capacity approx. 1.0 l
09 1753 2000

Michalsky champagne cooler
Cromargan® polished
06 5062 6040

Easy Plus



Vino wine accessories
Enjoying wine is a ritual that begins with opening the bottle. WMF offers a 
range of accessories which would be used by professional sommeliers.

Drop ring
Cromargan®, polished, 
black felt, separable, 
magnetic
06 5824 7920

Foil cutter
Diecast metal, chromium-plated, plastic
06 5833 7920

Coaster set
with 6 coasters and stand
06 2170 6040

Pouring spout
and stopper in one, 
Cromargan®, polished, 
silicone
06 4066 7920

Bottle seal
expansion principle, 
diecast metal  
chromium-plated,  
natural rubber
06 4101 7920 

Decanting pourer
with innovative aerator, 
Cromargan®, polished, 
plastic TPE
06 4105 6040

Wine pump
with 2 stoppers,  
Cromargan®, plastic TPE
06 4071 7920

Wine/prosecco corkscrew
patented adaptation for all bottles, 
polished metal
06 5825 7920

Waiter's knife
Diecast metal,  
chromium plated, 
polished
06 5827 7920

Wine bottle seal
Diecast metal, chromium-plated, 
silicone
06 4072 7920
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Cocktail
Mix and shake, try out a new recipe for an 
unusual drink! WMF offers you the tools to 
prepare drinks like a professional barkeeper. 

Long drink tumblers
WMF high-quality glass,  
2-pieces
09 4542 2040

Whisky glasses
WMF high-quality glass,  
2-pieces
09 4543 2040

Aperitif glasses
WMF high-quality glass, 
2-pieces
09 4544 2040

Beer/juice mugs
WMF high-quality glass, 
2-pieces
09 4541 2040

Caipirinha set
WMF high-quality glass, 2 glasses, 
plunger and 30 drinking straws
09 9613 2040

Basic citrus fruit squeezer
Cromargan®, WMF glass, silicone, dishwasher safe
06 1777 6040

Clever & More

Loft

Bar set, 6-piece
Contents: Jigger, cocktail strainer, ice tongs, shaker, bar spoon and 
stand, Cromargan® matt, WMF glass, plastic PC/SAN
06 8692 6030

Ice bucket with strainer insert
Cromargan® matt
06 1785 6030

Ice crusher
Diecast metal, chromium plated
06 1792 6040
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